
Putrid Puberty 

When I was thirteen, I thought that all cis females hated their breasts, 

Or at least disliked them to some extent. 

Miranda Hart even put hers in Room 101. 

 

But then a friend said they ’re not that bad. 

 

Another agreed with me 

That male puberty must be much better — 

Muscles and hairiness instead of periods and the terror of blood 

Trickling down your calves in P.E. when you ’re still struggling to get a 

tampon in, 

Then changing to pads that chafe on the walk home that feels like a 

hike when dealing with cramps. 

I wonder if when I was changing for P.E. my peers ever thought 

anything of me not shaving my armpits or legs. 

Those who knew me in junior school just had to comment when they 

saw me in a bra for the first time. 

I wish they ’d pointed out the hair instead — 

It made my body bearable. 



 

I went through a phase 

Of asking my friends what they ’d do if they woke up with a dick. 

Their responses ranged from creeped out silence to I ’d go to the 

doctors to I ’d find it so much easier. 

I started asking if they felt feminine all the time, 

If they ever imagined themselves as boys, 

Because that would just be normal curiosity, 

Like wondering how it ’d be to have a different mother tongue,  

To be a different skin colour, height, or weight. 

 

Then I realised that I ’d made a massive mistake 

When, just before starting high school, just as I was offered a GIDS 

appointment, 

I declared myself just a tomboy, 

Denied myself of the hormone blockers that would have stopped 

My chest from ever reaching this state. 

 



When those things started to grow, when I felt the putrid lumps while 

watching Outnumbered, 

I asked my mum if they were cancer. 


